Electronic journal (e-journal) publishing has started to change the ways we think about publishing. However, many scholars and scientists in the mind and brain sciences are still ignorant of the new possibilities and ongoing debates. This paper will provide a summary of the issues involved, give an update of the current discussion, and supply practical information on issues related to e-journal publishing and self-archiving relevant for the mind and brain sciences. Issues such as differences between traditional and e-journal publishing, open archive initiatives, worldwide conventions, quality control, costs involved in e-journal publishing, and copyright questions will be addressed. Practical hints on how to self-archive, how to submit to the e-journal Psycoloquy, how to create an open research archive, and where to find information relevant to e-publishing will be supplied.
Introduction
Consider the following scenarios: You need a paper quickly but still cannot access that particular article on the Internet because you have not subscribed to that particular journal, because it is too expensive to download, or simply because you cannot find the article online. And what about your own papers--the ones you submitted a year ago but still have not been published? Or the recently published article where you had to pay outrageous charges for some color images or 'complex' tables when it was so easy to have all these attractive and useful images on the screen? Not to mention the extra page charges you had to pay. In addition, you had to cut the size of the paper and omit important data despite it taking so little hard disk space. And what about the experimental design? Would it not have been so much easier to simply show in a video clip how it worked?
All this and more you are already able to and will do in the very near future. Although electronic journal (e-journal) publishing has started to change the ways we think about publishing, many scholars and scientists are still ignorant of the new possibilities and ongoing debates. It is thus the goal of this contribution to provide a summary of the issues involved, give an update of the current discussion, and supply practical information on issues related to electronic journal publishing and selfarchiving relevant for the mind and brain sciences.
Traditional Journal Publishing, E-Journal Publishing, and the Open Archive Initiative
A fundamental difference between traditional journal publishing and e-journal publishing lies in the interests and goals of the parties involved. While the scholar and scientist's main interest is the fast communication of knowledge and recognition through publication, the publisher seeks financial gains through the exclusive distribution of such scientific information. For the first time in 200 years, through the advancement of information technology, the dependence of the scientist on the publisher to disseminate his knowledge is dissolving. Through the Internet, scientific information dissemination is cheap, fast, and universally accessible and can be presented in interactive and multimedia form. Whereas many paper publishers now offer free automatic content alert and abstract access, access to full articles on the Internet
